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1. Introduction 
We are mterested tn self-referenttal sentences of amhmetm- - in  parttcular, 
those wluch employ "'Rosser's trick" E g a Rosser sentence Is o re  which, in the 
usual Interpretation, asserts the first disproof of me occurs before any proof of 
me In this section we set the scene by surveymg what ts known of less 
complicated self-reterentlal sentences and, in passing, establish notahons and 
definmons which will be used in the sequel 
PA is Peano arithmetic, formulated in a language containing bounded as well as 
unbounded quantlfiers We will use tb, X, qs for formulas of PA, r~7 for tt z term 
denoting the godel number of #a, and Th(x) for the "'usual" formula representing 
formal provablhty in PA (Th~s convention about Th(x)  will be modified later ) 
Say that )~ is a fixed point of &(x) ff X*-~dp(~X ~) is provable in PA In the course of 
provmg the incompleteness theorems Godel showed that every &(x) has a fixed 
point 
A Godel fixed point Is a fixed point o[ -qTh(x )  Any two Godel fixed points are 
pro~ ably equ iva lent - -  indeed, provably equivalent to -~Th(rO = 1~), from now on 
abbrevtated CON And CON is ttself a Godel fixed point The phenomenon that 
fixed points arc umque and can be "talked around" (m the sense that CON ~s 
comprehensible and not self-referential) is very general, and one goal of the 
theory Is to explain that and discover its hmlts 
Lob's theorem [1] Is the metamathematmal fact that it PAI -Th(rx  ~)--+ X, then 
PA~-X It is pointed out m [5] that Lob's theorem can be thought of as a version 
of Godel 's second incompleteness theorem (Thts result is folklore ) Maclntyre 
and Simmons [2] show m an abstract setting that the existence of certain fixed 
points suffices to prove all mstances of Lob's theorem; and, conversely, that 1t one 
assumes all instances of Lob's theorem the existence of the appropriate fixed 
points can be deduced The questton arises To what extent does the 
metamathematlcs of a theory reqmre the existence of fixed points '~ 
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The h~qory of these questions is traced, and credits are assigned, :n the survey 
paper [3, 4] We will simply state the results 
A J and ~ts mterpretanons, the theory L 
The language b'~ is generated from the atoms p, q, r, by the Boolean 
connectives (~, A, ¢, --~, ~--~, 1, T) and the one place connective [_-3 We will use 
A, B, C, for formvlas of St' (and, later, for folmulas ol an extended language 
~c~) 
Arithmetical interpretations of ~ are obtained as follows Let * be any map 
from the atoms of L¢' to the sentences of PA, and extend it to all formulas ot 
by 
(A / ' ,B )*=A~AB ~, etc ( l * l sO=l ,T~lsO=O) ,  
(~A)  ~ = Th (A ;  ~) 
L is a theory in the language ~ which, it turns out, axlomatlzes the arithmeti-  
cally valid formulas of L r -  those A such that PA~-A ~ for every lnterpretanon *. 
Axioms of L. (1) Boolean tautologies, 
(2) For every wff A and B, 
[E( A --~ B ) A~A -~ [~B, 
(3) For every wff A 
~(DA --~ A ~ --~ FSA 
V~, ~ --* [2~A, 
lR~des of L. modus ponens, 
A 
ESA 
The axiom schemas (2) and the rule A /~A are together sometimes called "the 
dcnvablhty condlUons'" They formahze the facts that {x lTh(x )}  closed under 
modus ponens and represents the theorems of PA  Schema (3) is the formalization 
of Lob's theorem It is easy to show that every theorem of L is arithmetically 
vahd 
In this setting our original three questions have positive answers Say that p is 
boxed m A(p)  if each occurence of p is within the scope of a [], that B is a fixed 
po'nt  ol A(p)  If B ,~--~A(B) is provable (Notice that we can not hope for every 
formula to have a fixed point A(p)  could be, e g ,  - lp )  Then,  if p is boxed in 
4(p)  A(p) has a fixed point, all fixed points of A(p)  are provably eqmvalent ,  and 
there is a fixed point of A(p~ containing only those atoms of A(p)  other  than p 
(This result was obtained first by de Jongh, see [3, 4],) 
As mentioned above, L is also complete for arithmetical interpretat ions of ~'  
[5] L v-A ff and orflv If for every "~, PA~-A ~ Therefore every metamathematleal  
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apphcation of fixed points of forms expressible m Le already follows from L6b's 
theorem (Note The folklore deduction of Lob's theorem from the second 
incompleteness theorem is not formahzable inL The sentence --7 [ ]  Z --> -7 []  --1 []  ± ss 
strictly weaker than schema (3)) 
Here ends our survey 
What  ~s the status of the first incompleteness theorem or Rosser's theorem 9 Say 
that a consistent theory proves Rosser's theorem ff for some A the wf f -a~ ±---, 
~I2A/~-aU]-aA Is among its theorems In this sense L does not prove Rosser's 
theorem (an easy application of the Knpke  semantics for L) 
PA  proves Rosser's theorem by making use of Rosser fixed points, which have 
no counterparts In ~ Before expanding ~LP and L to contain such counterparts we 
need to define Rosser's connectives for wffs of PA, and to attend to sundry other 
detads 
B ~ and tts mterprelanons 
Definition. 
3 x4)(x) ~ 3 ~q~x) =,t 3x(4)(x) ^Vy < x -~(x) ) .  
Bx4)(x) < :Ixq,(x)=aj :ax(4)(x~ ^V v <~x~(x)) 
A Rosser fixed point, then, is a wff ,V for which X~--,Th(~-aX4)<Th(~x 4) is
provable m PA We are especmlly Interested in applying these connectives to £~' 
formulas those of form =Ix( • -), where ( • .) c¢~ntams no unbounded quantifiers 
If 4) and X are ~.'~. so are both of 4)~< X. 4' < X 
One of the nuisances m constructing a theory for <~ and < Is thss" There is 
nothing Intrinsic to the nature of "proof  predicate" that determines whether,  say. 
Th(rO = 04) < Th(rl = 14) or Th(r l  = 14) < Th(rO = 04). To el iminate the arbitrari- 
ness that would result from fixing a parUcular "/7~ (~) we must allow interpretations 
to be based on any reasonable proof predicate ' Reasonableness" is formahzed m 
the next defimtlon 
Definition. Th (x) is a standard proof predtcate lff Th( t ) I s .  -~ numeratson oI the 
theorem~ of [ 'A in PA satisfying 
PA~- Th(r4) --, X ~) A Th(r4) 4) --~ T/I (rX~). 
PAr-or --~ Th(r or 4) 
for all sentences X and 4), and every sentence ~r which IS ,~ 
The language L~ + is obtained from ~ by adding the formation rule DA <~[]B. 
DA <[ ]B  are wffs whenever A and 13 are The ~ formulas ot A( + are those whose 
principal connective IS ~.  <.  or [] 
If Thtx) is a standard proof predicate, the arithmetical interpretat ions of Af + 
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based on Th(~) are defined as for f with the addmonal clauses 
(ViA ~<©B) ~= (E]A) a ~<(~B)*, etc 
"' lnterpretatmn", unquahtied, means "interpretation based on some standard 
proO predicate" 
Fo~ any interpretation * we immediately have 
Lemma 1°1. I f  A ts a v formula oJ ~+, then A*  ts E'~. 
C The theone~ R and R 
The theory R has the same rides as L and th,~ axioms 
(1) All schemas of L (for all ~"+ folmulas), 
(2) A -+ N~A, for every v wff A, 
(3~ "Obvloas" facts about ~,  < (see below) 
The theory R is R together w~th the rule 
F '/~t 
tor all wfls A 
A 
INot~. []JA/A is a derived rule of L, but not of R Proof ot this is deterred ) 
The obxlous tacts about <~ and < (refened t:' m future as the order axioms) 
are convemently put into three groups 
(~) A--> A ~A,  A ~B-+ A. 
A <.BAB-<.C- - .  A <~C. 
AvB-+ A <~BvB.<A,  
(u~ A<B- -+A<~B,  A<~B-+m(B<A) ,  
( lU )  AA-nB-+ A <B 
(l) suys that <~ pre-orders the true formulas (having principal connective ~).  (u) 
that *< is Its assac|ated strict pre-order, (m) that all true statements are w~tnessed 
betore my false ones By inspection, the interpretation of each order aMom ~s 
true (aid provable), and by the definition ot ~tanda~d proof pledlcate the 
interpretations of the other axmms of R are also provable (The only difficulty 
might be L3. the formahzed ~erslon of LoWs theorem, but, as pointed out m [1], 
the conditions a,e have imposed on proof predicates uffice} Since the set of 
theorems ol PA is evidently closed under the ~translated) rules of R" 
Lenmm 1.2. For all ~, tf R~-A, then PA~-A × 
One of our mare goals is to prove the converse of Lemma 1 2 
D Note~ arid tomment~ 
Here ~s a tact about "'u~ual" proof predicates that has not been incorporated 
into our axioms that a proof l~ a proof of only one thing I e ,  if d~ ,~, then PA 
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proves Th(r4~ ~) ¢~ Th(rxn), wh~re t~ ~ to' abbrevmtes to ~ to'A to' ~< tO That  will not 
trouble us because standard proof predicates are not reqmred to have this 
property We could reqmre it at the expense of adding to R the schema FJA e~?2B 
for A ~ B;  demanding that * be one- to-one (whld~ is not guaranteed by one- 
oneness on the atoms), modifying the semantics of the next section It is more 
pleasant not to do all that 
The treatment of ~ and < may seem incomplete m another  espect If 4~, X, tO 
are E~) then so m, e g ,  4)~<(X~tO) So why not allow iterations of ~ m our 
formation rules 9 Or  why not deal with (~bAX)~tO, since 4~/xtO is naturally 
eqmvalent  to a x2~ wtt~ Again, it is more pleasant not to - -  and such combinations 
do not m fact increase the expresswe power of our language E g ,  PA proves 
4) <~ (X ~ tO) eqmvalent to 4) <~ X v (4) A tO < X), and all other ~terated uses of ~ and 
< (e~en m combinat ion with A and '~) can be reduced to lattice combinat ions ol
V-(~ formulas 
2. Kripke semantics [or R 
So far our "'use" of modal logic has been purely typographical The essentml 
borrowing from modal logic ts the Knpke semantics, which we turn to now 
A frame is a fimte, irreflexwe, tree-hke partml order with a top point (called its 
root) In the sequel we use < for such an order and a, b, c, for the e lements - -  
called nodes -  of its field 
Definit ion 2.1. A model Is a pair (< ,  ~r) where < ~s a frame and H- a relation 
between nodes and Lf+ formulas satlsfy:ng 
( l)  ~+ respects Boolean operat ions (even -n) 
a~-A AB lff al+ A and all-B, 
all--hA dt a ~/ A, etc ,  
(2) aH-DA :ff V b<abt+ A, 
(3) -V-persistence if A Is 2, all-A, and b <a,  then bH-A 
(4) Order  rules' each of the order axioms Is an lmphcatlon, and for each we 
reqmre 
aH-l hs  ~a~-r  hs  
We wdl o | ten read a !+ A as "'A holds at a" About  the lntmtlon behind the 
stipulation for a~SA one can only say (see [5]) that it, a~d our requirements on 
<,  are lust the things needed to guarantee that each instance of L3 (formahzed 
Lob's  theorem) holds at every node of every model (Since a ~ a ~t is possible 
that DA --~ A might not hold at a ,  and ff C2A is thought of as "'necessarily A'" 
that posslbihty would strike most people as pecuhar ) The rules for the other Z 
wits are easily explained T~me flows downward In the tree <.  "above `° means 
"before"  Suppose, for example, that b is an lmme&ate successor of a 
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Example  1. Suppose that a~-q~A,  -315B and bh-[BA,~B Then at h any (one) of 
~A <~B,~-~B <~A,~gA ~-~B could hold 
Example  2. St, ppose a ~ I -A  ~B Then at+[Z]A <[2]B, and so, by V-pers~stence, 
b~A <UB In th~s case ~ IA ~, w~tnesscd strictly before ~B 
Notice that unhke most othc! "h)tcmg relatmqs" I+ ~s not uniquely determined 
by ~ts decisions about atotmc statements Two more ob~ervatmns If (< ,  ~+) is a 
model and b a node, then the restriction of (< .  H-) to the nodes ~b ~s also a 
model Suppose, on the other hand. that we extend < to < '  by adding a new top 
point, a,,, above the root of < Then tt need not be true that (<.  ~-) can be 
extended to a model on < '  (Suppose that ~p,-70, U.q, a ~p <g]q all hold at the 
root o f -< Then, ff our new model ~s to extent'. ~,mDpA½q must hold at 
ao - -and  thmefore l-,q <~ ~p holds at a~ Then by ~-pers~stence w would have 
both ~ et <gap and 55p <I ,q at the root of < ,  whk.h ~s impossible ) 
Terminology. A ~s vahd in (< ~-) ff A holds at every node, and (<,  H-) ts a 
countermodel to A I I  A ~ not vah, t m (<,  l+)--1 e ,  -~A holds at some node 
Note that it is possible tor a model to be a countermodel both to A and to ~A 
Just as m [5] we have 
Lemma2.2 .  For a l iA ,  R ~- g ~ A ts vahd m every model 
Whether A ~s v ~l~d m a mode l - -o r ,  for that matter, whether ~t holds at a 
particular node - -  t epcnds only on what the model decides about the subformulas 
of A and thmr ruder ~elat~ons It wxll be convement to formahze that fact 
A set got  ' / '  formulas ~s adequate ff it is closed under subformulas and 
c,'ntams 7qA~'B  and ' A<I -B  whenever ~t contains E3A and DB If S is 
adequate the pa~r ( < ~4 ) is an S model ff c,auses 1-4 of Definmon 2 I hold for all 
tormulas m S An A-model  I~ an S model whine S Is the smallest adequate set 
containing A 
It is easy to see 
LemmJ  2.3. I] S l~ adequate atut (< ,  ~: ) zs an S-model, then there exists ~+ ' such 
that I,,(, H-') ts a model and H und H" agree on lormulas m S 
m future we will use without comment Lemma 23 and the following consequ- 
ence oI Lemma 23  R ~-A~A isvahd mevery  A-model  
Corollary 2.4. Tile rule C2A/A is not a derived rule of R 
Proof. We show first that R ~[~([GT-<~±), and then that R ~Z~T<[5/ It Is a 
easy metatheorem that |or any A, R ~-~2.L--~USA Now reason m R by cases 
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Tr,vmlly, [ZT If -712/, then by order axiom (m), [ZT<½.1., and so, by axiom R 2 
D([-ZT<[2,k) If on the other  hand Ell, then ~(DT<U]k) - -an  instance of the 
metatheorem lust menuoned In o ther  case. then, IZI(UI'I'-<D,k). 
Here is a countermodel  to DT<~,k  (It will suffice to define (<,  ~-) satisfying 
1-4 of Def inmon 2 1 lor the subformulas of ~7f<7 H. I Let < be the partml order 
consisting of one point, say a Then,  vacuously, aw, ,T [i.k; and we can set 
a ~-L~,k <~Srr 
3. The completeness theorem for R 
The section ~s de~oted to the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 
R ~ A iff A ts vahd m all models, 
Ill A holds at the rom of  every model 
We wdl use the completeness theorem for L ([4]. [5]) 11 B c 2 ¢ and L~B,  there 
is a model (for Y formulas) m whJch B is false at the root (A model for 
tormulas ~s a pair sattstymg clauses 1 and 2 ot Defin|t |on 2 1 t 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that A ~  + and R /A  Let S be a fimte 
adequate set containing A Let D.,  , D,, be those formulas of S with prmopal  
connective <~ or <.  and Po, . p,, be dtstmct atoms of S ¢* not occurmg m S We 
will translate the tormulas of S into &'~ formulas, preserving, so far as possible, 
their structure Venf icat|on of our first claim is tnwal  
To every B ~ S we can assooate a (umque) B '~ ~ such that 
B : the result of substituting D. for p, throughout B', for all t with 0 ~ n  
Although the D,'s have been lost, their logical connections can be retained For 
any B let [ ]B  = B A[2B Let X be the set of ~¢ formulas consisting of 
(1) [](p,--> [[]p.), for ( )~ l  ~n,  
(2) [~B'. for each order axiom /3 revolving only formulas of S 
Since R VA, it follows that L~ZhL~ ~ A '  (The fact that the axioms of R are 
schemas guarantees that R sat|sties the subsUtutlon rule B(p) /B(C)  ) Apply the 
completeness theorem for L to produce a model (< ,  ~+) satisfying I I~XA-nA ~ at 
Its root (So, w. tact,/'/k X is actually vahd m (<14-), because [~B is true at every 
node ff ~t ~s true at the root ) 
Now keep < and change H- to H-', putt ing for B ~_ S, 
a~'B  lff a~B ~ 
It is ~outme to check that (<,  H-') is an S model whose root satisfies ~A 
Corollary 3.2. R ts decidable 
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Proof. The set of theorems of R -  is clearly r e., and by Theorem 3 1, so is the set 
of non-theorems to enumerate it one searches through the finite models. 
Note The proof ot the completeness theorem effectwely provides a (fimtc) set of 
"'possible countermodels"  to A (I e ,  there ts a countermodel  to A Iff there Is one 
m the md~cated fimte set )  Th~s gwes a bound on the computatmn t~me for a 
decision procedure of order 2'", wxth n the length of the formula, and c fixed 
4. Semantics for R 
For any A 6 5 '~ , let 
SA =/~{DB- -B  I~B is a subformula of A}, 
and call a model A-sound If tts root satisfies SA Notice that (SA)* is always true 
(though not necessarily provable) We can now formulate a counterpart ,  m ~ 
terms, to the fact that every true E~ sentence is provable in PA 
The soundness rule 
(SA- - - ,A ) /A  for AeS  
The translauon of this rule is a derwed rule of PA  For ff (SA ~A)*  is 
provable m PA, then A* must be true and so, ff ~':, provable The soundness rule 
was originally included as one of the rules of R, but that turned out to be 
t nnecessary 
~heorem 4.1. The soundness rule Is a derived rule of R 
We will prove Theorem 4 l and the semantical completeness theorem for R 
together 
Theorem 4.2. RV A Ill there ts an A-sound countermodel to A 
To do all that it will be convement to consider first the system R +, which is R 
together w~th the soundness rule 
Lenuna 4.3. R ~ / A zff there ts an A-sound countennodel to A 
Proof, z_~ Suppose that R ~ ~ A It will suffice to find a U]A-sound countermodel  
to [ ]A Suppose there as no such model Then SU]A/x-n[]A never holds at the 
root of any model (Notice that If -C]A holds somewl,ere m a model it holds at 
the root )  Then by Theorem 3 1, R-~-SEIA---~UJA But then R~-OA,  and 
therefore R ~ ~- A 
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: We could get this lree of charge by appropriat ing a theorem from the next 
section For R ÷ is sound for its arithmetical interpretat ions (R +)-A ~ for any *, 
PA)-A*), and Theorem 5 1 shows that the existence of an A -sound countermodel 
to A entails the existence of some * for which PA~ZA * However,  this section is 
on semantics and so we sketch a semantical proof We show' R ~ ~- A implies that 
~t is valid m every A -sound frame 
Suppose that R+L-A and that X is a finite set containing all the formuP, s
appearing sn some fixed R ÷ proof of A Let (<,  I+) be any A -sound model It is 
easy to check that if (< ,  14-) should also be X-sound (meaning/h'kX-sound) then A 
would be vahd m (<,  ~-) Let S be the smallest adequate set containing A and 
I+ A be the restnctzon of H- to the formulas m S We will construct a model 
(< ' ,  I+') extending (<,  I+ A) which is X -sound (We may as well suppose that X is 
adequate and S ~_ X ) Then A must be valid in (< ' ,  I+') and must therefore have 
been vahd m (<,  I+) all along In general, < '  will properly extend <,  since < 
may not be long enough to be X-sound E g,  no model can be U]UH.-sound unless 
st contains a descending chain with at least three nodes. 
Here is the construction Let d(B)= the depth of nesting of [] 's In B I e ,  
d(p)=O, d(DB)=d(B)+ I,
d(B) = max {d(C) IC is a subformula of B}, f fBdoesnothave  
pfin,fipal connective [ ]  
Let N -- max {d(B) t B e X}, and define an extension < '  of < by adding a l inear 
order of length N + 1 abov,~ its root Let ao be the root of < and choose new 
nodes a~, , aN+~, let < '  agree w~th < on the nodes ot < and elsewhere satisfy 
(any node from <)<'a)< '6_ , - .  <'a~+~ 
We will define by reduction an extension (<', H-') of (<,)4- A) so that for every 
B~X,  
(*) ff t,l>~d(B), then a,)+'B ¢:~ a~H-'B 
Then exactly the same formulas from X will be true at an and an~j - -  
guaranteeing that aN, and therefore aN ~, is X -sound At each stage of the 
Induction we will also want that part  of H-' so far defined to be smtably 
satisfactory, where a pair (<' ,~- ' )  is satlstactory for a set Y of formulas ff 
Defin|t lon 2 I holds for all nodes of < '  and all formulas of Y. 
First, for B ~ S, put 
b)+'B ¢:> b l sanodeof  <and bH-~,B, 
or b is one of a~, a2, , aN+~ and aoH-AB 
Because H-A IS A sound, I+' is saUsfactory for formulas of S (and Is also A sound) 
Stage 0 Next sttpulate that every atom m X\S  holds at e~ery node of < '  (All 
that is required Is that any atom holding at some a, also hold at every otaer  a,.) 
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Extending ~+' to all Boolean combinations of atoms we get ~-' is satisfactory for 
S UD.  and (t.) holds for B ~ Do. where D,,, = {Btd(B)~ m} 
Stage m ~- 1 Suppose that ~' is satlslactory fol SUD,,,  and [l~at ( : )  holds for 
B ~ D,,, Wc can generate the formulas of depth nl + 1 In three stages (and extend 
~-' con espondmglv) 
YI ={~B ]d(B) = m}, 
Y2={BIB lsC~C'orC<C' ,  and C,C 'EY IUD .... 
and at leas~ one of C, C' is in Y1 }, 
Y~ = {B I B is a Boolean eomblnanon of formulas from D., 
wlth one o, more formulas from Y~ U Y2} 
Substage 1 H-' automatically extends ansfactordy to all fmmulas in Y~ We 
must check ( - )  Suppose [~B~ Y~ Let t,I>~d(DB)= m+ 1, and without loss of 
generahty assume ~ > l The non-trlwal imphcatmn we must check is a, ~'I_IB 
a,H-'E3B, so suppose that a~l+[2B Then tor each b<'a,, b~'B We need to show 
that B holds al each of a,, a,, ~, , a, ~ Since B holds at a, ~ and 1 -  I >~ m = 
d(B) we can apply the mduct~on hypothesis and conclude that B must also hold at 
a,. etc 
Substage 2 We clmm that any satisfactory extension of I+' to the lormulas in Y. 
wdl satisfy (~1 (It ~s lelt to the reader to convince h~mself that saustactory 
extensions exist ) Suppose not We consider one case There are formulas C. C' 
from Y, UD,.  and some t such that C<C'  fads at a,+~ but holds at a, There are 
two posslbdmes 
(at C. C' both hold at a, Them inducnvely, both hold at a,+~. so C'<~C must 
hold at a, ~ t. and therefore by X-persistence must also hold at a, Contradxcnon 
(bt C holds at a, and C' fails Then the same is true at a,~ ~. so C< C' holds at 
a, ~ ~ - -  again a contradiction 
Substage 3 Everythm2 extends automatically 
Note Perhaps a more thoughtfully chosen deductive system would provide for 
each theorem a no~ maazed proof with the subformula property, in which case the 
abo~c maneuvers wc, uld be unnecessary Deductions m R cannot be so nor- 
mah/cd. ~mce any proot o! U3T<~J. must use the rule ~A/A 
Proof  of Theorem,, 4.1 and 4.2. It wdl suffice to show that if R/A ,  then there 
exists an A-souvd countermodel to A Suppose R~ZA Then fol any haW, 
R/KJ"A, where []"A is A prefixed by n occurences of [] Let N be the cardmahty 
of X ={(JB [~E is a subformula of A}, and (<,  I+) be a countermodel (in the 
~ense of R ) to ~ '~A Then there Is a sequence of nodes ao>a~> >aN+ 
such that 
auH-~½ N ~A, aIH-~F2~'A, ,a,L+-q~N~J-'A 
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Let X, = {E3B ~ X I a, I+E3B} By .x -persistence, I ~ ~----> X, ~ X~ So by the mgeon- 
hole prlnople there ~s a~,  such that X, = X, ~ ~ Then a, must satisfy E]B ~ B for 
every E3BeX, - - ie ,  a, vrSA Let (<' ~-') be the restriction of (<. )+)  to the 
nodes ~a,  Then (<',~-') is an A-sound countetmodel to A 
Corollary 4.4. R ts decidable 
Corollary 4.5. (1) Rosser's theorem ~s not a theorem of R 
(2) U3~p <~p has no fixed point m R 
Proof. (1) Let A be a formula of ~+, and B be ~±-~-~AA~E3-~A Wewil l  
produce a B-sound countermodel to B By the arguments used to prove Lemma 
4 3 there exists B-sound model m which < is a hnear ordering of length at least 
2 Let b be the bottom point of < and a be its tmmedmte predecessor Then 
a~+-~U3±, so it wdl suffice to show that a~A or aH~-TA At b one ot A, ~A 
must hold If A holds, thcn a~i~A,  ff --aA. then a)+~3-TA 
(2) The usual argument which shows that a Rosser sentence is independent can 
be formahzed m R So the existence of a fixed point for ~-~p<~p would 
contradict part (l) 
Note That R ~s a conservatwe xtension of L follows from the completeness 
theorem of [5] This could also be proven semantically m the spirit of the proof of 
Lemma 4 3 
5. The arithmetical completeness of R 
It will be convenient in this section to think of a provabdlty predicate as the 
range of recurswe function More precisely, we wdl ( ,'nk of the outputs of f as 
finite sets of theorems ( f (n)= tho set of all theorems provcd by prools ~ n), and 
formahze the proof predicate :'~ the union of the range of I If f (n ) \ f (n  - 1)= 
{4~L, ,4)k}, then n is a proof of each of ~bL, , qSk By making the changes 
mentioned m Section 1 D we could insure that f (n ) \ f (n -1 )  has at most one 
member 
Thinking thus of provabdlty we write (~A)* informally as ::Ix (rA ~1 c f(r)) and, 
e g ,  ([~A ~<[3B)" as ::::Ix(rA :~'~ e f (x)  A Vy < xrB*~f (y ) )  There is a techmcal obsta- 
cle to formahzing this d i rect ly - -  namely, that such translations of DA, []A ~<[3B, 
etc., wdl not be hterally E'~; and mtens~onal dlstmct~ons are relevant However, 
one can easily find a E ° predicate ~r(x. y) such that PA proves 
I f / '  ~s a total recurslve function with index x, ther. 
(1) LJ range ( f )={y I¢(x, y)}, 
(2) for all m, n e [_J ~ange (f), f outputs (a code for finite set containing) m 
before (a code for a finite set contaimng) n lff or(x. m)<~(x ,  n) 
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If ] ,- total recurswe with index e we will write Thr(y) for u-(e. y). and (DA)* 
will be Thf('-A*7~ Such a map * will be called an Interpretation based on 
] - - though.  to be exact, it is based on a particular index for f 
The completeness of R follows immediately from the next theorem, Complete 
tamlharity wah [5] is assumed 
Theorem 5.1. Let Th( r )  be any standard proof predicate, and suppose that R /  A 
Then there is a recurswe [unctmn f and an mterpretatmn * based on f such that 
PA~-Th(x)÷+v~ (_J range If) and PA~ZA * 
ProoL Let (<,  H-) be an A-sound countermodel to A with nodes {1, , n} and 
root node 1 Let P be a finite adequate set containing A, and S consist of the 
members of P and their negations, and agree that for BeS,  OI+B iff 1HB 
Let g be, provably in PA  an mfimte-to-one numerat ion of {x ] Th(x)}, and 
define h and l as m [5], where 3y (x = g(y)) is what we use to formahze "~c Is a 
theorem of PA ' (So Th(x) ,  something o|  a red herring, has been dropped out of 
the pmture completely ) The defimtlons ot h and l, and a principal emma from [5] 
are reviewed in Note 3 at the end of this section 
We arc going to use the recursmn theorem to define simultaneously f and * (an 
interpretation based on f - -  leally, based on some index e for f which is provided 
by the recurslon theorem) We specify * on the atoms of 5~ '~ essentmlly as in [5], 
bu i with one twist 
Ic t  the atoms of f~ be p~, p> 
T ran, lor p~ e S, 
p~'=~Wll=i I~H-p~ and O~<t-<-n}Ak=k ~ 
(=~O=lAk=tk  ~, f fnonode H-pk). 
for pk ¢ S, 
p~" = ~/= (! A k = k ~ 
This guarantees that ~ l., one-to-one whatevcr index of f we choose, and that 
~,A~ I A c 7 '} is rccurswe and A eltectlvely recoverable from A* 
/~. each stage of the construction we define (possibly) several outputs of f, and 
use m P-~ k,,, as a bookkeeping function to keep track of how much of f has been 
dcfine.l 
Stage m We already have f(l) defined for each l<k . ,  
Step 1 Examine g(ni) If g(m) ,.s of torm rBa~ with g3B E S, set f(k,,,) = f (k , ,  - 1) 
(It is the order of outwit  of these formulas that we have to worry about )  
Otherwise. . ,et  f(k,,,) = f(k,,, - l) U {g(m)} 
Step 2 We only act here l Im = 0 or h(m)  ¢ h(nl - 1) (If neither, set k,.+~ = k,,, -I- 
1 arid go to stage nl + 1 ) Let Y be the set of B* satisfying ~B e S and h(m)H-~B 
and. ff m >0.  h(m--I)KF_,8 Let E be the eqmvalenc¢ ielatlon mduced on Y by 
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<<.~ B*EC*  lff h(m)vrU3B-~EJC; and let Ej ,  ,E ,  be its eqmvalenee classes 
(arranged in increasing order under<)  For each ~ with 1 <~1 ~s ,  put 
f (k , .+O=EtU . . .  UE, Uf(k,,,). 
Let k,.÷~ = k,,, +s  + 1 and go to stage m + 1 (Notice that with the modifications ot 
Section 1.D each E, is a singleton )
That  completes the defimtlon of f, which is to be formalized in PA Notme that 
PA  proves that f is total 
Lemma 5 2 is typographically mdentlcal with the conjunction of 4 8 and 4 10 of 
[5], but ~ts meamng and proof differ because l is defined with respect o the proof 
predicate Th(x) and * is an interpretat ion based on f 
Lemma 5.2. Let B c S and 0 <~ 1 ~< n Then, 
I~-B~PA~- I  = i ---, B*, 
zH-~B~ PA~-I = i --~ ~B*  
Proof. By mductlon on formulas The lemma ts trivially true for atoms, and the 
induction step for Boolean connectives is also immediate (If I1+-~[]C, our 
construction is designed so that if h (m)~ i, ~C *~ wdl not be listed by f )  If B is of 
form []C, then we reason in PA  Let m be the first integer with h(m)  = i Then.  
since lH-½C, f outputs rC~7 at stage m So (DC) ~ If B is of form i~C<[]D,  
reason m PA as follows We know that zl+[]C, and therefore rC*n is output by f 
Let m be the first stage at which ~C *~ is output Since h(m)~>t,V-pers istence 
guara,ltees that it cannot happen that h(m)H-~D<<.~C So either ~D '~ is not 
output at all at stage m, or (by construction) ts output after rC*~ In any event 
(E3C<½D)* The proof for E2C~D is similar 
Lemma 5 3 is a mongrel ,  since Th(~B *~) is not the same as (DE;) ~ The 
argument is nonetheless that for the non-tr ivml induction step m 4.8 and 4 10 ot 
[5 ] - -w i th  a tiny change, which we indicate by presenting one of thc argument's  
four cases 
Lemma 5.3. For each ~B c S and each l sansfymg 0~<l~<n, the following is 
provable m PA 
1 = i --~ (iH-[]B,~->Th(rB*~)) 
Proof. This is not a proof hy induction Consider first the two cases that arise 
when l <~ t <~ n 
Case 1 lW-~F3B Then for some i<t ,  lH--nB So, by Lemma 5 2 (not by any 
reduction hypothesl,)  PA  proves l = ] --~ -1B*, so proves Th(~l = j ~ -1B *n) We 
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hmsh as m [~] By 4 1 ot ~5] PA proves 1= i - - -~Th( lC j ) ,  and combining these 
wc ~et a ploof m PA that =i -o -TTh( ' -B  ~)  
Cases 2-4 See 4 8 ot [5] and, for the cases when t=0.  4 10- -agam.  using 
Lemma 5 2 whenever those appeal to mduct~on (In the case t = 0, OWL]B, we at 
last use the A-soundness of (< .  I+) ) 
Lemma 5.4. PA~-Th(x)<->x ~U range (f) 
Proof. We can reason m PA that by the construetmn of f the only points at which 
I j  range (]) and range (g) might &ffer are of form rB*7 with DB ~ S Since S rs 
fimte and PA proves /=0v  ,e l=n,  we can apply Lemma 5 3 m a proof by 
cases in PA The ~B *~ with DB ~ S which are output by f are, by constructlom 
precisely those fol which IHB,  so, by Lemma 5 3, preosely those output by g 
Proof of Theorem 5.1 (conclu ted) That PAPA ~" follows from Lemma 5 3 and 
the facts that for all t with 0-~- t <~ n, PA + I = i l~ consistent, and for some such 
t t~A 
Corollao' 5.5. If, m tire setting oJ the proof ot Theorem 5 1, B ~ S and B holds at 
the root node, then B ~ ts true 
Proof. Since B holds at the root, Ot4-B, and therefore PA proves l =0- - , /~  But 
l = 0 is true 
From Theolem 5 1 we l, rmledmtely obtain 
Theorem 5.6 I Anthmetlcal completeness of R) 
R~A Iff ~oreverv interpretation ~', PA~-A ~ 
Note~ (1) The proof predicate constructed to prove the completeness theorem 
is m one ~en~e cooked-up, but we can make our cooked-up redicate provably 
cqtnvalent to the usual one, so it rs perhaps riot too pathological 
I?) Let the co-vahd formulas ot ~ '  be those A for which A" is always true We 
can ax,omattze those exactly as [5] ,axlomatlzes the to-vahd formulas of ~'~ Let R ~ 
have as axioms all theorems of R (R-  woulddo) and all wffs of form. ~A ~ A,  
and as ~ts only deduction rule modus ponens The ~o-vahd formulas are precisely 
the theorems o| R ~ 
(3) Here ale the defimtrons of h and 1, and Lemma 4 1 ot [5] By the recurslon 
theorem h and l are defined ~tmultaneously so that h is a prinnhve recurswe 
funchon lrom ~o into {(), , n} which chmbs down < ¢ >~ k ~ h(l)<~ h(k),  and l 
is a term m the language of PA denoting the eventual value of h.  1 is hm~ h(/) 
To formahze l we must use (a numeral denoting) some index of h, and to make 
qtm t'" well-defined :for any funchon f we include the stipulation that It denotes 
n + l ff f Is not eventually constant Because < rs well-founded h will be 
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eventually constant (and, since h IS provably total, will be provably eventually 
constant) 
Begin by setting h (0)= 0, and suppose inductively that h (m)= ~ Examine m If 
mts  the Godel number  of a proof tn PA of l#]  for some /< l  0 e ,  if g(m) is 
l# j ) ,  set h (m+ 1)=/ ,  otherwise put h(m+ 1)= h(m) (For the purpose~ of this 
def inmon and the following paragraph agree that, conventional ly ! <0 whene~er 
l~ l~n)  
Lemma 4 1 of [5] states that PA  proves O~l~n,  that 1 =0 ~s true, but each of 
the theories PA + l = i ~s consistent, that, further, ff ~ <1 then the theory PA + l = ) 
proves that PA+ l = i t s  consistent (all the above for (1~ ~, ! ~- n ), whde ff l~:I then 
PA + l = ] prove~ PA+ l = i ~s inconsistent (here / cannot be 0) 
6. Rosser sentences 
We apply the machinery of the preceding sections to construct a standard proof 
predicate w~th two Ros~er fixed points which ale not provably eqmvalent,  and to 
show that "'Ros~er proof predicates" need not to be standard Our final example 
l~ the dtrcct constructton of a standard proof predicate all of whose Rouser fixed 
points are provably equivalent These results leave us still m the dalk about th~ 
usual proof predicate 
lneqmL'alent Ro~er ~entences 
Recall that k l~ a Rosscr sentence for Th(~) ff PA prove~ ~<->' /3~(~)< 
Th(~x~l (This terminology smt~ our notation The term " Rosscr sentence" Is 
often used for the "dual'" notlon ~<--~-~(Th(r~¢ ~) < Th(r-~X~)) The. dtflerence ~s of 
no consequence here ) 
Theorem 6.1. There Is a standard proof predicate not al: o] whose Rosset sentence~ 
arc" provably eqmvalent (Given any standard proo] predtcate we can find a proof 
p~edl~ate provably equtvalent to ~! which has meqtuvalent E'~' Rouser seme~lces 
Proof. Things will be easier if at first we do not worry about obtaining E'~ xvffn 
We describe tile model m ~tages 
First put 
~p,q  / x ep . - lq  
Notice that at the root we have -7~p, -~mp,  m~q, m~mq, and therelore can 
extend ~ m a sattsfactory way so that 
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Let R(v) be ~v <F3v Let A be ~(p*->R(p))/x~(q<-'~R(q))/~(P<'-~q) By 
inspection this model is A -sound and A holds at Its root So there is an 
.nterpretatlon * such that A" is true, which is to say precisely that p* and q* are 
Rosser sentences which are not prt vably eqmvalent.  To obtain ~c~ Rosser s ,n -  
tences it suffices to produce v wffs l ' and C maltatmg the pattern of p and q, , e ,  
such that 
,*, -TB, ~C 
~B, C . /  k .  B aC 
is satisfactory and B A C-sound We can do that by taking B = EJ.I.<D(//,.I.) and 
C = ~(1  A.I.) <D£ 
B (L :k of) propemes of the Rosser proof pre&cate 
Definitlo~t. if Th(x) is a standard prt,of predicate, let 
Th R(x) =dr Th(x) < Th(-lx) 
(Here the map x ~ ~x is the formahzanon of the map which sends the godel 
number  of ¢b to the godel number  of ~4, ) 
ThR(x) ~s thus a ~'~ wff whmh numerates the theorems of PA  in PA  Kreisel has 
asked whe~hel ThR(x) is standard, 1 e ,  whether  it satlshes (provably m PA) 
(a) ThR(r d/~)A ThR(r'dp -"-> X "~) ~ ThR(rX'~), 
{b) Th~C~b~) --  ThR(rThR(rcbn) ~) 
In addmon to numerat lng the theorems of PA in PA, ThR(A) has the property 
that if 75  is provable, so is ~ThR(rcb ~) One might ask for the converse 
(c) If PA~--~ThR(%b~), then PA~-~$ 
In general, all of these fall (even ff ~5 and X are reqmred to be X~ We provide 
one more example, the failure ot (b) Again, describe the model in stages i-,rst 
put 
Because ~p, - ,N~p hold at the root, we have a free hand m choosing the order 
between Dp and ~p at the bottom nodes So th~s extension is satisfactory 
/xN~EX3Rp -TD-a~Rp 
L~-'lp "<Dp e / xe  [J~p 
(hence ~]Rp) 
Since --q[i~Rp, ~D~E]Rp hold at the root we can freely choose the order between 
~[~Rp and EJ"~I~Rp at the bottom nodes 
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Let A = ~U](E3rp ~ E]r~rp)  Extend as lollows 
. / '~ 'x .  [U]"p ], ~E3rp  <UEj'~p 
Notice that the bottom right node must satisfy ~E] r~rp  and therefore -7(Lqrp--~ 
E3r~rp) We have also guaranteed that every subformula of A of form ~B is 
false at the root, so that our model is trivially A-sound An interpretaUon making 
A*  true, makes (b) false with ~b = p* 
C All Rosser sentences can be equnJalent 
Our next result considers proof plcd;cates with the following additional prop- 
erty, which is possessed by the usual proof predicate" 
(+)  PA proves "{x [Th('¢)} is closed under tautological consequence and 
contains all true X~ sentences" 
(The last clause is formahzed by using the "usual" truth predicate for ~ wffs.) 
Theorem 6.2. There Is a standard proof predzcate, all of whose Rosser sentences are 
provably eqmvalent (G~ven any standard proof predicate satisfying (+) we can 
choose our example to be provably eqmvalent to it) 
Proof. Let Th(x) be standard and sausfy (+)  and g a recursive function which, 
provably m PA, enumerates {x [ Th(x)} We define a r,~cursive funcuon f by the 
recurslon theorem, in stages At some ,,,tage or other a bell may rmg If so, there is 
a radical change m instructions At the same time we are compiling and sto.-mg a 
list, the Rosser list We can place on this hst only f-Rosser sentences; l .e,  Rosser 
sentences with respect o Thf(x) 
Stage m" As wdl become clear, we only need to consider those stages by which 
the bell has not rung or during which it rings 
Case t The bell has not yet rung Examine g(m) If g(m) is rd~ or r-~4~ for 
some ~b on our Rosser list, ring the bell and go to Case 2 Otherwise, let 
f(m) = g(m), and look again at g(m) If g(m) ts rX~-~Thf(t~X~)< Thf(rx1) 1, then 
add X to the Rosser list unless 
(a) ~X is already on the Rosser hst; or 
(b) X =-a& and ~b is already on the Rosser list 
Go to stage m + 1 Notice that by construction at most one of ~, -~b is on the 
hst for any ~b 
Case 2 The bell has just rung 
Case 2a It rang because g(m) is r~l and ~b is on the Rosser list Suppose that the 
hst consists of {~bl,. ,~bk} Then let f(m),.  , f (m+2k-1)  be, in order, 
~bt, , ~k, ~t ,  ,-acbk" and carry on be defining f(t) for t>~ m +2k so that f 
enumerates all sentences of PA 
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Case 2b It rang because g(m) 
f~m), , f (m+2k- l )  be ~49~, 
enumerating all sentences ot PA 
Th~ completes the definmon of t 
~s r-n4,~ and 49 ~s on the hst Then let 
,~4~,4, , ,  ,49k, and again carry on by 
Lemma 6.3. PA~-I] the bell rings, {x I 7h(x)} ts m¢,)nstslent 
Proof. Reason m PA Suppose, e g ,  that the bell rings because g(m) is ~4,~ and 49 
is already on the Rosser hst Then g outputs Thf(V-a49 ~) < Thf(r4, ~) Now, rather 
g(l) is r-749~ for some I<m,  m which case {xlTh(~)} Is inconsistent, or 
g(,) #~-a49 ~for t<  m, m whmh case f outputs ' 49 ~ before ~-~49~ by constructmn 
So the following E'~ sentence, call it ~/~, is therefore a theorem of Th 
::] ~(Tht (v )< Th~(-a~)A Ttht-ax) < Th~ (x)) 
(Metamathematmal f ct PA proves ~tk, and so, by our assumptmns on Th, PA 
proves Th(=~t~ ) Now jump back reside PA ) We have Th(r+ ~) and Th(r-aO ~) - -  
and, since Th ~s closed under tautologmal consequence, Vx Th(x) The ( ~her case 
1% similar 
Lemma 6.4. PA~-range ( f )= range (g) 
Proof. If the bell never rings, th~s is clear If it does then, by the previous lemma, 
g outputs all sentences- -and so, by construction, does f 
[emma 6.~ ~ If X Is f-Rosser, then X ts eventually put on hst 
Proof. Tha~ proof does not take place m PA It happens to ~e the case that the 
bell never rings, and so the only way that X can be kept off the hst Is lor there to 
exist another Rosser sentence 49 with X =749 or 4, =-aX Either occurenee would 
contradict he fact that all Rosser sentences are false 
Proof of Theorem 6.2 (concluded) Let 49 and X be f-Rosser Then nmther is 
provable, and at some stage m both are on the Rosser hst So m PA we 
~eason r&7 and rX~ are on the hst at stage m and nmther has been output by g (at 
any sta~e ~< m), and so, by the construction of/~, ~4,~ is output befor ~49~ lff ~"  
1~ output before rX~ Therefore, ~<'->X 
Notes (1) Let Tho(~) be the usual proof predicate We can construct a standard 
Th~ satisfying Theorem 6 1 and a standard Th~ satisfying Theorem 6 2 such that it 
Is true that for all 49, X Th. (~ 49 ~) ~ Th,(rX~) lff Th,(~ 49 ~) <~ Th, (rX~) - -  though the 
proof ot that can not be formahzed m PA For Th2 thl~ is immediate by inspection 
ot the proof oI Theorem 6 2 For Th~ Let g m the proof of the completeness 
theorem output the theorems of PAm the order gwen by Tho The only possible 
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disagreement between f and g is over when to output the theorems (p ~ R(p))* 
and (q~-~R(q))* Define f~ (in PA) to be f rearranged only so far as needed to 
take care of those two theorems and base Th~ on f~ 
(2) The problem of de~idmg which of Theorem 6 1 or 6 2 holds for the usual 
proof predicate seems to be very difficult 
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